TUC Library Newsletter – May 2013
News of Note
The Library will soon be getting new carpeting, and electrical floor outlets will be added under
the study tables. The carpeting and electrical work will begin on the Library’s north side (quiet
study area), and when that half is completed the work will be repeated on the Library’s south
side. Construction on the north side will begin Monday, June 3, and the entire project is
tentatively scheduled to be finished around mid-July. In preparation for the start of the
construction, furniture on the Library north side will be temporarily moved into storage
starting after Memorial Day. Study rooms on the north side, the journal stacks, and the
bathrooms will not be available during construction work on the Library north side. Watch for
further announcements on the Library website or Facebook page.
The Library currently has trial access to VisualDx, which is a point of care tool for clinical
decision support. Read more about VisualDx on the Library’s news page, and please send all
feedback on VisualDx to Tamara Trujillo by May 15.
The Library has ordered a subscription to Pediatric Care Online. This resource from the
American Academy of Pediatrics includes a point-of-care quick reference tool, full text of the
AAP Textbook of Pediatric Care, Bright Futures, a Visual Library containing hundreds of images,
AAP policy, Red Book content, pediatric drug look-up, and more. There is also a mobile app.
Watch the Library website for an announcement when this resource becomes available.
Another new resource is Thieme eNeurosurgery, which the Library decided to subscribe to
after feedback from a recent trial period. Thieme eNeurosurgery contains more than 250
illustrated procedures, access to Thieme’s entire neurosurgical eBook library, more than
30,000 images, and the ability to search neurosurgery eJournals. Note that only one user can
use this resource at a time.
You can now search over 85,000 ebrary eBooks alongside journals and other sources using
ProQuest databases. If you search ProQuest (All Databases), ebrary results will show up in a
separate tab in your search results. If you search a specific ProQuest database, such as Health
and Medical Complete or ProQuest Education Journals, the ebrary database will not be
included in the search. You can add the ebrary database by clicking on the ‘databases’ link in
the upper left corner of the search page. Note that you can also use the Library Catalog to
search ebrary titles.
The Library’s conference room, Room 209, is now available to be reserved on EMS.
The Library has been able to order subscriptions to a number of additional journal titles
requested by faculty or students. Typically journal subscriptions are for online access only. We
will post the titles of the new journals on the Library website as they become available. The
first new journal title is: Health Affairs.

May’s Hours
Please see the attached for May hours, or click here for the complete spring hours.

Resource Spotlight: TUC Library’s Exam Resources

The Library has a number of tools to help students prepare for board and professional exams. To find
exam preparation books and eBooks, search the Library Catalog for the name of your exam (e.g.,
USMLE, COMLEX, NAPLEX, PANCE, CSET, etc.). If we have additional exam preparation e-resources (e.g.,
Exam Master, CPH Study Guide, etc.), they will be listed in the Exam tab of the Research Guide for your
college or program. Also in the Exam tab of many Research Guides are resources that can help with
general study skills. If you have any questions about locating exam preparation resources, please ask a
librarian for assistance. Good luck studying!

Featured New Resource: Teaching Assistant for Anatomy
Another very newly added resource is Teaching Assistant for Anatomy from Thieme Publishers. It is
described as a “presentation tool” for teaching, as well as a study tool. It contains all 2000+ illustrations
and images from the Atlas of Anatomy, 2d ed. by Anne Gilroy (used by COM and PA classes) as well as
additional content from Head and Neck Anatomy for Dental Medicine. The Teaching Assistant allows one
to export images as individual files or embed into PowerPoint slides or PDFs. One can turn individual
labels “on” or “off” to prepare study guides, tests, etc., and images can be magnified for improved
clarity.

New Acquisitions
Click here to see what books, videos, and other Library materials were added to the Library collection in
April. If you have suggestions for items the Library should consider purchasing, please send them to
Tamara Trujillo.

Other Library News
More Library news can be found on the New in the Library page, or follow the Library on Facebook.

